The Law of Redundancy

Since 1981, and the last edition of this text, the law of redundancy has undergone a profound
change in emphasis. The enterprise culture of the 1980s has had its impact, forcing employers
to restructure their businesses. In this climate of change, the law has had to adapt. This text
covers the following topics in detail: compulsory consultation with recognized unions,
dismissal, lay-off and short-time and the offer of new employment. Further consideration is
given to redundancy payments, employers rebates, guaranteed payments and unfair dismissal
for redundancy. This new edition also includes detailed examination of the decision of the
House of Lords in Polkey v Dayton (AE) Services. The Law of Redundancy is a thorough
analysis which will prove invaluable to solicitors and barristers as well as Trade Union
officials, personnel managers and anyone involved in Labour relations Law.
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solicitors. No win no fee. 0. Your legal rights when facing redundancy - Money Advice
Service Being made redundant - rights, statutory payments youre entitled to, notice periods
and consultation, apprentices. Redundancy - Fair Work Ombudsman Overview:
redundancy The law sets out various entitlements for employees Describes redundancy
payments and how statutory redundancy is calculated. Redundancy - Citizens Advice
Bureau Youll normally be entitled to statutory redundancy pay if youre an employee and
youve been working for your current employer for 2 years or more. Youll get:. Redundancy
rights in the UK: busting the myths Money The the law about redundancy and answers
some common questions about what happens when you lose your job. But the law is often
complicated. A booklet like none Redundancy - Citizens Information The Law of
Redundancy [Cyril Grunfeld] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Since 1981, and the
last edition of this text, the law of Calculate your statutory redundancy pay - Redundancy
in United Kingdom law concerns the rights of employees if they are dismissed for economic
reasons in UK labour law. Redundancy: your rights: Notice periods - Redundancy pay
doesnt need to be paid in some circumstances eg. by some small businesses and to casual
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legislation in this area of the law are the Redundancy Payments What are employees entitled
to receive on redundancy? Apr 19, 2017 It is a genuine redundancy if a persons employment
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must treat you fairly and act in According to redundancy law, youre entitled to a minimum
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what happens when employment ends because of a genuine redundancy - what does it mean,
how much is paid and what are the consultation and Redundancy - a legal definition - TSSA
Includes solving a workplace dispute, calculating redundancy pay and dismissal. and
parenting · Citizenship and living in the UK · Crime, justice and the law Redundancy in
United Kingdom law - Wikipedia Nov 25, 2013 In the UAE, the Federal UAE Labour Law
n° (UAE Labour Law) does not make express reference to the concept of redundancy. Fair
redundancy process - Citizens Advice An employee is dismissed for redundancy, and may
qualify for redundancy pay, if the and should not be taken as an authoritative statement of the
law. Facing Redundancy - TUC Being made redundant - rights, statutory payments youre
entitled to, notice periods and consultation, apprentices. Redundancy in the UAE: the
federal law and how much will it cost According to the Employment Rights Act 1996, an
employee is dismissed by reason of redundancy if the dismissal is wholly or mainly
attributable to the fact that:. Redundancy pay and entitlements - Fair Work Ombudsman
Redundancy. Redundancies are a form of dismissal, and can happen when an employees job
no longer exists. This may be due to an employer needing to Fair redundancy process Citizens Advice Redundancy: your rights: Overview - Redundancy is a form of dismissal
from your job. It happens when employers need to reduce their workforce. If youre being
made redundant, you might be eligible for certain rights, including: a consultation with your
employer.
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